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Abstract.I Automated theorem provers might be im-
proved if they arc enabled to reuse previously com-
puted proofs. Our approach for reuse is based on gen-
eralizing computed proofs by replacing function sym-
bols with function variables. This yields a schematic
proof which is instantiated subsequently for obtaining
proofs of new, similar conjectures. Our reuse method,
which requires no human support, demands two steps
of proof adaptation, viz. solution of so-called free func-
tion variables and patching of completely instantiated
proofs. We develop algorithms for solving free func-
tion variables and for computing patched proofs and
demonstrate their usefulness with several examples.

Introduction

Automated theorem provers might be improved if
they are enabled to reuse previously computed proofs.
We investigate the reuse of proofs within the domain
of automated mathematical induction (Walther 1994)
where similar conjectures often have similar proofs: An
induction formula IH --~ IC is either a step formula or
a base formula in which case IH equals TRUE. Induc-
tion formulas are proved by modifying the induction
conclusion IC using axioms until the induction hy-
pothesis IH is applicable. Despite this regularity the
search problem of deciding when and where to apply
which axiom is a main challenge in automated math-
ematical induction, cf. e.g. (Walther 1994), and this
search effort is what can be saved by reuse. Our work
has similarities with the machine learning methodolo-
gies of ezplanation-based learning (EUman 1989), ana-
logical reasoning (Hall 1989, Owen 1990), and abstrac-
tion (Plaistcd 1981, Giunchiglia & Walsh 1992), cf.
(Kolbe & Walther 1995d) for a detailed comparison.

A Method for Reusing Proofs

Our approach for reusing proofs is organized into the
following steps:

Analysis: Assume that the prover has computed a
proof p for a conjecture 7~ from a set of axioms AX

1This work was supported under grants no. Wa652/4-
1,2,3 by the DFG within the focus program "Deduktion".

consisting of defining axioms and previously proved
lemmata, written AX &p 7~. The proof is analyzed
yielding a so-called proof catch c prodding the fea-
tures ofp which are relevant for reusing the proof in
subsequent verification tasks. Formally, the catch c
is a finite subset of AX such that c t-p ~ and there-
fore c ~ ~, i.e. c logically implies ~.

Generalization: ~ and c are generalized by replac-
ing (different occurrences of) function symbols with
(different) function variables. This yields a (most
general2) schematic conjecture ~ and a schematic
catch C. The latter is a set of schematic formulas
which -- if considered as a set of hypotheses -- log-
ically implies the schematic conjecture ~. Such a
pair PS := (~, C) with C ~ ¯ is called proof shell
and serves as the base for reusing the proof p.

Retrieval: Assume that the system has to prove a
new conjecture ¢ which can be obtained from ~ by
matching, i.e. ¢ = rr(~) for a second-order substi-
tution 7r. This means that ¢ is similar to ~o and
we say that the schematic conjecture ~ and in turn
also the proof shell PS applies for ¢ via the matcher
rr. Here the second-order substitution rr replaces the
function variables from ~ by functional terms, i.e.
(first-order) terms where special argument variables
wl, ..., wn serve as formal parameters.

Reuse: For reusing the proof p to verify ¢ we apply
7r to the schematic catch C yielding the partially
instantiated schematic catch It(C) which still may
contain so-called free function variables, viz. those
occurring in C, but not in ¢. Hence a further second-
order substitution p has to bc found which replaces
the remaining function variables such that the result-
ing proof obligations, i.e. all formulas in the instan-
tinted schematic catch p(Tr(C)), are provable from
AX, i.e. AX t- pOr(C)). successful such a second-
order substitution p is called a solution (for the free
function variables), and ¢ is proved by reuse because
semantical entailment is invariant w.r.t. (second-
order) instantiation, i.e. C ~ @ implies 7-(C) ~ 7"(~)

2because no function variable appears twice in
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for each second-order substitution r. Hence with
AX ~ p(,~(C)) and p(~(C)) ~ p(~(~)) 
verified AX ~ ¢.

Patching: Often one is not only interested in the
provability of ¢, but also in a specific proof of ¢
which can be presented to a human user or which
can be processed subsequently. In this case it is not
sufficient just to instantiate the schematic proof P
of ¢ (which was obtained by generalizing the proofp
of ~o) with the computed substitution 7" := p o ~r be-
cause r might destroy the structure of P. Instead we
have to patch the instantiated proof ~-(P) by remov-
ing void resp. inserting additional inference steps for
obtaining a proof ff of ¢. Since this patching of
proofs always succeeds, the proofp of ~0 is reused for
proving ¢.

None of these steps necessitates human support. The
analysis and generalization of proofs is described in
(Kolbe & Walther 1994), and (Kolbe & Walther 1995b)
proposes an approach for proof management and re-
trieval. Here we illustrate the techniques for proof
adaptation, viz. the solution of partially instantiated
catches (Kolbe & Walther 1995c) and the patching 
proofs (Kolbe & Walther 1995a).

Matching modulo Evaluation
As the solvability of free function variables is defined
w.r.t, a set of axioms, it is undecidable in general
whether a solution exists, and in the positive case the
solution is not unique. Here we develop an efficient pro-
cedure for computing solutions by second-order match-
ing "modulo evaluation". Our algorithm incorporates
the underlying axioms by heuristically combining the
second-order matching algorithm of (Huet & Lang
1978) with the technique of symbolic evaluation, cf.
e.g. (Walther 1994).

We assume that each function symbol is either a con-
structor of some data structure or a defined lCanction
symbol specified by some axioms, cf. (Walther 1994).
For instance the declaration

structure empty add(number, list) :list
defines a data structure for linear lists of natural num-
bers with the constructors empty and add. The axioms

(len-1) len(empty) = 0
(len-2) len(add(n, = s(len(z))

define the function len computing the length of a list.
A term t is evaluated by applying the defining axioms
for the function symbols contained in ~. Thus e.g.
len(add(len(empty),z)) is evaluated via len(add(0, 
to s(len(z)) by applying the defining axioms for 
This is called symbolic evaluation because the term
may contain variables (which are not evaluated).

Given the conjecture ¢ := plus(len(z),len(y))----
len(app(z,y)) (where plus denotes addition of natural
numbers and app denotes list concatenation), the in-
duction theorem prover computes a base formula eb
and a step formula ¢, as

¢b := plus(len(empty), len(y)) --len(app(empty, 

¢, := (Vu plus(len(z), len(u)) -- len(app(z, 
plus0en(add( , z)), le.(y)) - len(app(add( 

Assume that the following proof shell PS is provided
which was obtained by analyzing and generalizing the
proof of the step formula ~o, for the conjecture ~o, cf.
(Kolbe & Walther 1994), where sum denotes summa-
tion over a linear list ands

:= ptus(s.m(z),sum(v)) - s-m(app(z,y)).

:= (vu = Cs(Hl(z, u)))
FI(GI(DI(n, ~)), G2(Y)) =_ GS(HI(D2(n, 

(1) al(Dl(n,z)) -- F2(n, Gl(z)) 

C,:= (2) Hl(D2Cn, z),y) ---- D4Cn, Hl(z,y))
(3) z)) -- FS( , as(z))
(4) --

Figure 1. The proof shell PS for the proof of ~os

Here e.g. the function variables F1, F2, Fs correspond
to different occurrences of the function symbol plus,
i.e. the schematic equation (4) stems from generalizing
the lemma plus(plus(z, y), z) - plus(z, plus(y, z)) 
was requited for proving ~os. As PS applies for ¢,
via the marcher rrs := {F1/plus, G1,2,S/len, H1/app,
DX/add, D2/add}, the partially instantiated catch
c’ := =

{ (5) len(add(n,z))-- F2(n, len(z)) (6) app(add(n, z),y) -- D4(n, app(z,y))
(7) len(D4(n,z)) F~(n, len (z))
(s) plus(F:(z, y), - FS(z, pl.s(v,.))

is computed for the step case. The free function vari-
ables F2, Fs and D4 stemming from (occurrences of)
the function symbols plus and add in the catch of the
original proof are not replaced by concrete function
symbols: Since these function variables do not occur in
the schematic conjecture ~,, they cannot be in the do-
main of the matcher rc,. We therefore have to compute
a second-order substitution ps for these free function
variables which solves C~, i.e. we are looking for some
p, such that the formulas p,(C~) are provable. The
attempt of solving F2 in (5) by (syntactical) second-
order matching fails, but we may evaluate the left hand
side (lhs) of (5) by the defining axiom (len-2) yielding
s(len(z)) F2(n, len(z)). Now the lhs matches the rh
via the unique matcher pl := which means
that (5) is solved because pt((5)) = (len-2).

In general a second-order substitution is a finite set of
pairs {..., F/s, ...} where F is a function variable and
s is a functional term. A functional term may con-
rain special argument variables wl,w2, ... where e.g.

3Note that corresponding function variables in the in-
duction hypothesis resp. the induction conclusion have been
identified during the analysis phase. This is merely an op-
tlmlzation of the method described in the previous section
for the case of (reusing the proofs of) induction formulas.
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w2 denotes the second argument of the binary func-
tion variable F2, i.e. Pt replaces F2 with the function
symbol s, but the first argument wl of F2 is ignored.4

A target term t matches a pattern P if[ there is a
second-order substitution ~r with t = lr(P). Second-
order matching is decidable and we can adapt the algo-
rithm from (Huet & Lang 1978) for computing a finite
set lI := match(t, P) of marchers which is consistent,
complete, and minimal.

We resume our example by applying Pl to the re-
maining schematic formulas obtaining Pl (C,~ -{(5)}) 

(6) app(add(n,z),y) =_ D4(n, app(a~,y))
(7) le.(D4( - F3( 

/ "(9) pJusCs(y), ---F3( , pl.s(y, z))
We continue with the next schematic equation whose
(say} lhs does not contain function variables, i.e. with
(6) or with (9). Here we choose (6) and 
ating its lhs using a defining axiom for app yields
add(n, app(z, y)) which matches the rhs via the unique
marcher p2 := {D4/add}. Now the lhs of p2((7))
is purely first-order and can be evaluated, i.e. Pa :=
{Fa/s(w2)} is obtained by matching. Finally all free
function variables are instantiated and the remain-
ing proof obligation p3((9)) can be passed to 
prover. As p3((9)) is a defining axiom for plus, 
prover is successful, i.e. the proof reuse is completed.
Thus the alternation of evaluation and second-order
matching allows us to compute the solution p, =

D ladd}.
Solving a Proof Catch

We present the algorithm solve_catch which imple-
ments the second-order matching "modulo evaluation"
illustrated in the previous section. We assume a fixed
set of (implicitly universally quantified) equational ax-
ioms AX in the remainder of this section. The algo-
rithm solve_catch has two input arguments, viz. a par-
tially instantiated schematic catch CI and an auxiliary
set of schematic equations X which initially is empty.
The call solve_catch(C~, O) fails if no matcher solving
C~ has been found. Otherwise it yields a pair (p, E)
where p is a second-order substitution and E is a set
of (first-order) equations such that AX U E ~ p(C’).
This means that the schematic catch C~ is solved by the
marcher p, if the call solve_catch(C~, 0) yields a pair
(p, / and the remaining proof obligations i n Ecan be
verified. We start with the algorithm for solve_catch
and then discuss the used auxiliary functions:s

4Note that neither first-order variables or function vari-
ables are introduced by our (restricted) second-order sub-
stitutions nor are (first-order) variables replaced.

SThe proposed method is more flexible than simply
matching the schematic equations from C~ with the defin-
ing axioms.

6The special value A is returned on attempting the se-
lection of a member of the empty set.

function solve_catch (CI, X)
l = R := choose_eq(CI)

if l ¢ A then
H := rnatch(eval(l), 
if :=  hoose_matche(n)) = A then

return solve_catch(C’ - {l - R}, X U {l - R})
else

(p, E) :---- soIve_catch(Ir(C’ - {l R}), ~r (X))
return (lr U p, E) fi

else
if ~(CI t9 X) ---- 0 then return ({}, C~ U X)
else fall fi fi

The function choose_eq selects some equation l = R
from CI, whose (say) lhs l does not contain function
variables, but whose rhs R does contain function vari-
ables. If there is no such equation then choose_eq
yields A, and otherwise a heuristic for guiding the se-
lection of one of the maybe several candidate equa-
tions l = R E C~ is used. This heuristic prefers the
schematic equation which has probably the least num-
ber of marchers ~r solving oval(l) ~r(R), i. e. the mo
"constrained" of the equations (without function vari-
ables on the lhs) is chosen. We consider (the solution
of) an equation with a high number of function sym-
bols and a low number of function variables as "highly
eonstrained", because both criteria limit the number
of possible matehers, cf. (Kolbe & Walther 1995c).

The term I is evaluated by applying one or more
defining axioms from AX until a term l I :---- eval(l) 
obtained. We assume that the symbolic evaluator is
implemented by a terminating operation eval which
computes the normal form of a term such that AX
l - l ~ is satisfied for all terms l and a set AX of axioms,
cf. (Walther 1994).

Then the second-order matching algorithm match
is called for l I and R and all computed matchers are
collected in a set H. Of course we require that this set
of matchers II := match(l’, R) is consistent, i.e. ~" C II
implies l = rr(R), but we do not demand completeness
as we later select only one marcher from it anyway.7

Therefore we request a stronger form of minlmality
which takes the lack of completeness into account:

(10) ~-EIIAI=Tr’(R) A~’7~zr’ implies rc’~rr

From the computed set of matchers
]I, choose_marcher selects one marcher (if II is non-
empty) due to the following heuristic: We prefer the
"simplest" matcher solving the chosen equation l -- R,
i.e. the number of function symbols introduced by ~- is
minimal, cf. (Kolbe & Walther 1995c). The underlying
motivation is to select a matcher which preserves the
given structure of the proof being reused, because it
is more likely to find a valid instance of the schematic
proof in this case.

7Thus selecting the matcher can be built into the match-
ing algorithm.
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If II = O, no solution for the free function variables
in R was found by matching modulo evaluation. Then
1 = R is inserted into the so-called remainder set X
(which initially is empty) and we continue by solving
the remaining part of the catch CI- {l_= R}. We
will not try to solve the equations collected in X by
matching again (as this must fail), but we hope that
the function variables occurring in X are instantiated
while solving the remaining catch such that a set of
first-order proof obligations is obtained from X. Then
the desired marcher p and the set of first-order proof
obligations E is returned. Otherwise the recursive call
(and thus the procedure as a whole) fails.

If some zr EII is selected, we apply ~" to the remain-
ing part of the catch C’ - {l _-- R} as well as to the
remainder set X and recursively call solve_catch. If
the recursive call does not fail, we obtain a marcher p
and a set of first-order proof obligations E. Then lrUp
is the resulting marcher for solving the catch Ct which
is returned together with E.

If a recursive call of solve_catch is reached where
choose_eq yields A, i.e. all non-first-order equations in
C’ (if any) contain function variables on both sides,
then the alternating process of matching modulo eval-
uation and instantiating the catch terminates. Now
if f](C’ U X) -- O, i.e. no function variables occur 
C~ and X, then the catch is solved by the identity
substitution {} and C~U X is returned as the set of
first-order proof obligations. In this case also the ini-
tial call of solve_catch is successful by collecting the
marchers which have been computed in the respective
recursive calls. Otherwise there is an equation in Ct

with function variables on both sides (which has not
yet been processed) or there is an equation in X with
function variables on one side (where the matching
failed). We regard the catch as unsolvable then and
solve_catch fails, although one can think of several al-
ternative heuristically motivated attempts of solving
the remaining function variables, cf. (Kolbe & Walther
1995c). We summarize these considerations with the
following theorem:

Theorem 1. (soundness of solve_catch) I_fAX Js 
set of axioms then for all schematic catches C’ and X
the call solve_catch(C~, X) either fails or it terminates
with result (E, p) such that

E C p(C’ u X) and AX U E ~ p(C’ U 
The function solve_catch is designed for an efficient

computation of a solution for a partially instantiated
schematic catch ~r(C). If there is no such solution, i.e.
the reuse attempt fails, this might lead to backtracking
in the calling procedure, e.g. for choosing a different ~r
or C. Hence we are interested in an early failure recog-
nition within solve_catch. This can be achieved ff we
try to disprove those equations in C’U X which do not
contain function variables by searching for a counterex-
ample, cf. (Protzen 1992). If we can recognize that one
of these equations is unprovable, then we do not have

to spent any effort in solving the remaining function
variables as the reuse must fail in any case.

Using solve_catch we can reuse the proof shell PS =
(~,, C,) from Fig. 1 for proving the step formulas 
of the conjectures ¢i given in the table below,s

Iplus(sum(z),sum(y)) -- sum(app(z,y))
Fl(Gl(z), G2(y)) a3 (81 (z, y))

conjectures provable by reusing proof of ~o

,’¢o plus(len(z),len(y)) ~ len(app(z,y))
¢1 prod(z) × prod(y) ~ prod(app(z,y))
¢2 plus(dbl(z), dbl(y)) -- dbJ(p~us(z, y))
¢3 ~pp(,ev(y),,ov(z)) _---- rev(~pp(z, 
¢4 plus(z,s(y)) = s(plus(z, y))
’,’~5
es

plus(z x z, y x z) = plus(z, y) x 
exp(z, ~) × exp(z, y) -- exp(z, plus(z, 

plus(z, plus(y, z)) ---- pins(plus(z, y), z)
¢8 spp(z, ~pp(y, z)) - ~pp(~pp(z, 
¢9 z×(y×z)-- (z×y)×z

For each i, a matcher ~rl for ¢~ and the schematic step
formula ~, (cf. Fig. 1) is selected, i.e. ~ri(~,) = 
Then solve_catch is called with the partially instan-
tiated schematic catch C’i :- lri(C,), yielding some
proof obligations El and a solution Pl for the free func-
tion variables in C~i.9

Often one of the proof obligations e EEi is a lemma
which is speculated ff e ~ AX. Thus e.g. the associa-
tivity of plus, i.e. ez, is computed as a proof obligation
when proving ¢~ by reuse. In a direct proof of the step
formula ¢~ such a lemma has to be generated explic-
itly, cf. e.g. (Walsh 1994) for examples.

Patching Proofs An Example
Often one is not only interested in the provability of ¢,
but also in a specific proof of¢ which can be presented
to a human user or which can be processed subse-
quently, e.g. by translation into natural language to ob-
tain proofs like those found in mathematical textbooks
(Huang 1994). Furthermore proofs can be worked 
for planning or synthesis tasks ff plans or programs
should be extracted form proofs (Bates & Constable
1985). These applications require a specific proof, i.e.
it is not enough to know that some proof exists.

Reconsider the proof shell PS from Figure 1. The
schematic catch Ca provides the relevant features for
performing a schematic proof P of the schematic con-
jecture ~, --: IX --* IC, i.e. P is the generalization of
the original proof p of ~o,. In P the schematic conclu-
sion IC is modified in a backward chaining style by
successively applying the schematic equations (1), (2),

8× multiplies two numbers, prod multiplies the numbers
in a list, dbl(;~) computes 2 x z, rev reverses a list, and
exp(z, y) computes ~. For each ie {0... . ,9}, %hi denotes
the step formula which is computed for the conjecture ¢i.

°For dealing with the step formulas ~b~, ...¢~ we must
skolemize the (universally quantified) variable z to a new
constants z, cf. (Kolbe & Walther 1995c).
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(3), the induction hypothesis IH, and (4):

FI(GI(DI(n, z)), G2(y)) = GS(HI(D2(n, z), 
FI(F2(n, Vffz)), V2(y)) -- V3(HI(D~(n, z), 
F~(F2(n, Gl(z)), G2(y)) -- Ga(n4(n, Y)))
F~(F2(n, a~(z)), a2(y)) F~(n, V~(H~(z, y)
Fl(F2(n, GI(z)), G2(y)) -- F3(n, FI(GI(z), G2(y)) 
Fa(n, Fl(Vl(z), G2(y))) -- F3(n, FI(GI(z), G2(y)))

TRUE

Such a schematic proof is instantiated with a second-
order substitution v = po zr which composes a marcher
r of the schematic conjecture 9, and a new conjec-
ture ¢, with a solution p of the partially instantiated
catch r(C,) computed by solve_catch. As long as the
matcher v only replaces function variables with func-
tion symbols, the instantiated schematic proof v(P) 
a proof of %b, from T(C,), i.e. V(C,) P~(p) ¢,, because
the structure of P is preserved. However, the success
of the method is limited by such a restriction. There-
fore function variables are also replaced using gen-
eral second-order substitutions like ~" :: {F1,2.a/w2,
al,~,~/sub(~l, ~), g’/plus(~, ~), D~,2,4/s(~)}
(where sub denotes subtraction) obtained by match-
ing 9, with the new conjecture em :: ~’(gs) 
~(:H -~ re) 

(v~ sub(u, ~) _= sub(plus(z, ~), pl.s(~, 
-. sub(y, y) -- s.b(plus(s(z), y), plus(s(~), 

and solving the resulting partially instantiated catch.
C, is instantiated yielding the set of proof obligations

v(1) sub(s(z),s(z)) -- sub(z, z)

}

~-(2) plus(s(z), - s(¢,,s(~, y))~(c,) ~(3) s.b(s(~),s(~))- s.b(~, ~) 
r(4) z -- z

By instantiating the schematic proof P with v, we ob-
rain r(P) 
sub(y, y) _= sub(¢,s(s(z), y), ¢..s(s(z), 
s.b(y, y) -- sub(¢.s(s(z), y), plus(s(z), y)) 
sub(y, y) - sub(s(plus(z, y)), s(plus(z, (~(2))
sub(y, y) - sub(plus(z, y), plus(z, (r(3))
s.b(y, y) = s.b(y, y) (~(:H))
sub(y, y) - sub(y, y) (~(4))

TRUE Refl.

Figure 2. An instantiated schematic proof

But T(P) is not a proof, i.e. ~-(C,) ~/~(p) ¢,, and 
the proof p cannot be reused directly for proving ¢,
from v(C,). Although each statement in Fig. 2 is im-
plied by the statement in the line below, the justifi-
cations of the inference steps are not valid. E.g. the
replaee(v(1))-step is illegal because the position of the
replacement (the former first argument off 1) does not
¯ =st in ~(:C) A~o the replace(~(2))-step is ~Ues~, 
it actually consists of two replacements which must be
performed separately at different positions. Finally the
redundant replace( v( 4 ) )-step should be omitted. Thus
v(P) has to be patched for obtaining a proof of ¢,.

An Algorithm for Patching Proofs

We first illustrate the patching of a single replacement
step: Let t be a schematic term which can be modified
by one replacement step with some schematic equation
l = v at some positionl° p (i.e. ~lp = l) resulting 
another schematic term g’ = tip (-- ~’].

Figure 3. Patching one replacement

The function call patch_positions(t, p, ~-) yields for an
arbitrary second-order substitution r a list of inde-
pendent positions ~l,...,pa] such that the instance
~’(t) can be modified by a (possibly empty) sequence
of k replacement steps with the instantiated equation
~-(l) = ~-(v) at the positions Pl,-..,Pk such that the in-
stance ~’(t’) is obtained.

function patch_positions (t, p, r): [positions in ~-(t)]
if p : ¯ then return [¯]
else let p =: ip’; t =: X(tl, ...,t,t)

[Pl, ..., Pk] := patch_positions(t,, p’, ~-)
if X ~ dom(~’) then s := r(X)

[ql, ..., qm] := {q E Pos(s) slq = wl}
return [qlPl, ..., qlPk, ..., qmPl, ..., qmPh]

else return [ipl, ..., ipk] fi tl

Theorem 2. (Kolbe & Walther 1995a) Let t,l,r
be schematic terms, p a position in ~ and ~" a
second-order substitution. If tip = l then the call
patch_positions(t, p, r) terminates yielding a list o£ po-
siUons ~,..., p~] in ~(t) such that for i, i {1, .. ., k}

~) ~ ¢ J -~ p~±p~,
2) ~(t)b~ = ~(l), ~(~)h~, ...,p, ~- ~(~)] = ~(@ 

The goal of a (schematic) proof is a so-called sequent
H ~ C with a conjunction H of hypotheses each of
which is of the form Vu* t~ ~ t~ and a conclusion C
of the form sl -- s~. A proof of H ---* C (from a set of
axioms AX) is a list [So, j~, $1, j2,..., S,,] of sequents
Si (with So = H --~ C) and justifications ji, where the
latter contain the information how the next sequent is
derived. A proof is constructed by applying the follow-
ing inference rules, where ~ is a first-order substitution,
p is a position in C and m ~ .["AX’,"H"}:~1

~°A position p of a term t is a sequence of numbers ad-
dressing a subterm tlv of t. We let tl, := t for the empty
sequence e and f(tt ..... t,)l~s := tils for 1 < i < n and a
position p of ti. The term tip ~ s] is obtained by replacing
fly in t by a term s. Two positions p, q are independent
(p_Lq) iff there is no position r such that p = qr or q = pr.

nWe let [a~, ...,a,, I Z] denote the list which is obtained
by adding the elements a~, ...,a,, in front of the list L.
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Reflexivity

Replacement

[H -4 t =- t]

[H --~ C[p *-- ~(r)] I ]
[H -~ C, (p, ~, u’, l - ~, m), H -~ C[V ~- ~(~)] 
if C[p = ~r(l) and

either Vu* l = r 6 AX and m : "AX"
or Vu* l =- r 6 H, dom((r) C_ u* and m = "B".

function patch_proof (P’, r) : proof
if P’ = [H --* C] then return [~-(H) -4 v(C)]
else let P’ =: [H -4 C, (p, ¢, u*, l - r, m), H -4 C’[L]

P~ :: patch_proof([H -4 C’ I L], r)
if r(c) # ~(c’) 

~on ..., Pk] := patch_positions(C, p, ~’)
~ := {v/v(~r(v)) ] v 6 dom(~)}; Ok :: z(C’)
for j :: k downto 1 do

C~-1 :: C~[p~ ~- ~(,(l))]
V~ := [~-(H) ---* Cj-1,

(pj, ~, u*, r(1) ~-(r), m) [P~] od 
return Pr fi

In a replacement step an instance ~(l)=--(r(r) 
equation l = r is applied, but in the patched proof
only (instances of) the equation r(l) - r(r) are 
able. However, we can use the first-order substitution
~ :: {v/’,’(o’(v)) I v ¯ dom(~r)} in patch_proof be-
cause v(~(u)) : w~(~’(u)) holds for each (schematic)
term u. Now we can compute P~ :: patch_proof(P, v)
to obtain a patched proof for the conjecture ¢, :
r(IH) --* r(IC) from the previous section:

s,b(y, y) - subCpl.sCs(~,), y), pl.sCs(,O, ,-(xc)
sub(y, y) _= sub(s(o,us(~, y)), pl,.s(s(~), y)) 
s,.b(y, y) = s.b(s(¢.,s(~, y)), s(pl.,s(~,, y))) b’(2))
sub(y,y) --= sub(plus(z,y),pius(z,y)) (’r(3))
sub(y, y) _= sub(y, y) (~(:H))

TRUE Refl.

Figure 4. h patched proof

Compared to the schematic proof P from the previ-
ous section, the replace(1)-step is eliminated while the
replace(2)-step is doubled. The test ~’(C) # v(C’) 
patch_proof is merely an optimization to avoid redun-
dant steps like replace(r(4)), cf. the proof P.

Theorem 3. (Kolbe & Walther 1995a) Let P be
a proof of the sequent H~C from the set of hy-
potheses HYP, i.e. HYP kp H--* C, where HYP,
H and C (and in turn P) may contain function vari-
ables. Then for each second-order substitution % the
call patch_proof(P, ~’) terminates and yields a proof
P, of v(H)-4 v(C) from v(HYP), i.e. v(HYP) ?p.
~(H) -~ ~(c).

Conclusion
We have presented adaptation techniques for reusing
previously computed proofs of conjectures for proving
new, similar conjectures.

We developed a heuristically controlled algorithm
for solving the free variables of a partially instantiated
schematic proof catch. This algorithm is implemented
in our prototype of a learning prover, the PLAGIATOR-
system (Brauburger 1994), and has proved successful
for many examples. Hence we are able to verify con-
jectures by automatically reusing the proof of similar
conjectures. As a side effect useful lemmata are spec-
ulated by our method. Future work will the deepen
the practical evaluation of our method by performing
more experiments with larger examples.

We also presented an algorithm that constructs a
specific proof for a new conjecture from a schematic
proof of a schematic conjecture and a second-order
substitution. This allows to exploit the full flexibility
of second-order instantiations for our reuse method.
Thus more conjectures are (formally) similar than 
just instantiating function variables with function sym-
bols, i.e. the applicability of a schematic catch is in-
creased. Furthermore the obtained proofs may be more
flexible, i.e. the reusability of schematic catches and
schematic proofs is increased.
Acknowledgments. We thank Jilrgen Brauburger, Ste-
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Appendix: Describing the contribution

A. Reasoning framework:

1. What is the reasoning framework? explanation-
based learning, transformational analogy, abstrac-
tion, inductive theorem proving, second-order
matching.
2. What benefits can be gained that motivated using
adaptation? reuse? Saving search, i.e. if the proof
reuse is successful no search for applying the right
axioms is required when computing a proof.
3. What are the specific benefits and limitations of
your approach? The notion of similarity is in-
creased by second-order matching without spoiling
the system’s performance. Limitations stem from
the search caused by the ambiguity of the matching
problem.

4. What invariants does it guarantee? Our reuse
method is sound, i.e. a successful reuse always yields
a correct solution (i.e. a proof).

5. What are the roles of adaptation, knowledge, and
reuse in your approach? (w.r.t. guidelines A1-C5)

A1. schematic hypotheses which semantically entail
the truth of a schematic conjecture / a schematic

proof of the schematic conjecture from the
schematic hypotheses.

A2. a set of schematic formulas / a proof tree.
A3. instantiation and subsequent verification/instan-

tiation and subsequent patching (adaptation).
A4. automatically by analyzing given proofs.
B1. (partially) instantiated schematic proofs.
B2. to obtain a correct solution (proof).
B3. sophisticated second-order matching techniques.
B4. - does not apply-
B5. a formal proof, costs for proof search are saved.
C1. formal proofs.
C2. to avoid the search for new proofs.
C3. none.
C4. heuristic measures.
C5. costs for proof search are saved.

B. Task:

1. What is the task? The domain? automated the-
orem proving within the domain of mathematical in-
duction.
2. What are the inputs ? previously computed proofs.
3. What are the outputs? (adapted) proofs for new,
similar conjectures.

4. What constraints are on the outputs? the obtained
proof obligations must be verified.

5. Are there characteristics of the domain that the
method requires, relies on, or e~ploits in some way?
proofs of induction formulas have a certain regular-
ity.

C. Evaluation:
i. What hypotheses were ezplored? similar formulas
often have similar proofs.

2. What type of evaluation? If empirical: What inde-
pendent and dependent variables? If mathematical:
What model? empirically by testing it on a database
of examples which differ in their structure.

3. What comparisons were made with other methods?
comparisons with explanation-based learning, trans-
formational analogy, and abstraction.

4. How does the evaluation validate or illuminate
your theory of adaptation of knowledge for reuse ?
examples reveal that the reusability of proofs is in-
creased by using second-order substitutions for in-
stantiation, which requires adaptation.

5. What are the primary contributions of your re-
search? a framework for analyzing, generalizing, re-
trieving, adapting, and patching proofs for reuse.
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